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ABSTRACT
The traditiodial systems used, to produce goods and

services in this country ark being challenged by evolving
Alterhatives. The focus hese ne lternatives is on the human'
element i he work force udies I adult work attitudes indicate
that a mo e umanistic sy is n eded to promote productivity..
Inherent in t e human condition is the need for some degree of
control-overt e activities, in,which one engages. To meet this need,
the new system of sociotechnical.management allows workers to,share
in the control of their'wbrk activities and, in part, the destiny of
their emplwing organization. This system was introduced in the Volvo
plant in Sweden, where 15-20-membei crews replaced the traditonal
-aimembly. line which had become outmoded as fforkers'beCame more and
note edutated. Another example of humakizinglormerly bureaucratic
and autocratic management systems is seen in the Norwegian Merchant
Marine, where very highly educated crews aeelleeded, to control the
soph4sticated equipment used on oil tankers. In the\Merchant Marine,
officers: special privileges have been lessened add more
participation in management is being accepted by ,the crew. In.receni-
months, General Motors has committed billions of dollars to redesign
'plants and involve employees in quality circles in an effott,tb
increase prodqctivitrana reduce shoddy'york. It is hoped that the
industry of.the future will become both more productive and more'
*human through sociotechnital methods..AKC).
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-FOREWORD

The traditional systems used to prodUce goods and serviceelrLthis country are being challenged

by evolving alternatives. The focus of these new alternatives is on'the human element irkthe work
force. Studies in adult work attitudes indicate that a more humanistic system is needed to promote-
productivity. Inherent to the human condition is the need for somedegree of control over the
activities in which one engages. To meet this need, the new system of sociotechnical(management
allows workers to share in the control of their work activities and, in part, the destiny of their

employing organization. 1 ) a

.
,-`, Dr. Arthur G. Wirth has extensively studied the newly emerging sociofechnical theory of '

management both in the United States and other countries- Dr. Wirth is a professor of history and. '. '
philosophi/ of education at the Washington University Graduate Institute of Education in St. Lbuis, '
Missouri. Hellas studied management redesign projecti in the United States and in countries such

as Norway, Sweden, and Denmark where new management systems have been developed: He has

publishbd widely and given numerous reports of his research on work, work settings,'and alternative

philosophies of work. He has served as a member of the Executive Board of the John Dewey SobietY.

On behalf of be National Center for Research in Vocational Education and The Ohio State.

Univers.ity, leis a great pleasure to share, the presentation by Dr. Arthur G. Wirth entifled*gterna-
tive Philosophies of Work: Implications for Vocational Education Research and Development."
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ALTERNATIVE PHILOSOPHIES F WORK:1

" IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL ED CATIONAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM T

The purpose of this paper is to call attention to the nature oft' a sociotechnical work de ign
theory, a theory that is emerging as an alternative to IN dominant sci ntific management (Ta lor-
ism) or "systems efficiency" model. First,-I would like to give the bac 'round on the emerge e of
the rationale for this theory in.the late sixties and the seventies by peop loosely associated th
The TaVistock Institute in England and-the Work Research I nstitutes'in N rway and Sweden.
Second, I would like to talk informally about a recerit exRerience of rhine ith Dr. William Duffy,
director of the Research and Development Division at General Motors; who ointed out that General
Motors is making strong moves in.the s9ciotechnical direction through its rec t five-year plan for
the eighties. Finally, I would like for ud to explore some possible implications f this theory for
vocational research and development.

The philosophical rationale of sociotechnical work design is being developed y theorist-
- practitioners such as Pehr Gyllenhammar of Volvo inSwacien; Einar Thorsrud and ilip Herbst

of the Oslo Work Research Institute in Norway; and by Michael Maccoby of Harvard 'n the United
States.

In Scandinavia, the motivation for creating a new philosophy of work was the brea own in
the sixties of the Scandinavian version of the Methods Time Management model a model hat had

t` been imported from the United States. A young, highly educated Sdandinavian vvorl force vas
responding to this classical engineering model with absenteeism, sloppy work, alcoholism, an
malicious mischief. 9

A basic insight of sociotechnical theOry is indicated by theterm itself. It holds that the fun a-
mental flew of technical efficiency models is that they insist onseeking purely technical solutione,
to systems that are, in fact, sociotechnical.1 "Socio" refers to the human part. The technical
efficiency models are out of touch with the personal, subjeCtive, and creative aspects cif human

reality.

To Pehr Gyllenhammar's credit, he saw that the mechanistic United States management-model
was harming productivity in Sweden bedause it was leading to irrational decisions in the name of
rationality. In People at Worls,2 Gyllenhammar describes the factors that led to Sweden's far-

reaching redesign of the concept of work.

- In 1969, worker unrest'spurred major organizational changes. Volvo had begun automobile
construction in 1927 when it shared the.assumrition of the time thatTaylorist efficiency principles
were the means to successful competition. Management was tightly centralized, controlled by the
company president, a three-man executive committee, and a large, hierarchigry organized adrIninis-
trative staff. Its production system was technically oriented and planned in tail, using the
Americansystem of Methods Time Management. By the end bf the sixties, however, this orderly

. ;
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system was coming unstuck. The new element was a change in the nature a d attitudes of young
men and women entering the work forte.

In Gyllenhammar's words:

Like ether good things, economy of scale tur ou to have st.ibtle li its. We -
. .

begin to find today the symptoms of a new type o -nt
machines to elirhinate some of the physical stress of work, and then find .sycho-
lo ical stress causing even more health and behavior problems. People don't want
to a subservient to machines and systems. They react to inhuman workin con-
ditions in very human ways: by job-hopping, absenteeism, apathetic attitudes,
antagonism. ... The younger the worker is, the stronger, his or her reactions are
likely to be. People entering the workforce.today have received more education
than ever, before in history. We have educated them to regard themselves as .

mature adults, capable of making their own choices. Then we offer them
virtually no choice in our overorganized industrial units. For eight hours a day
they are regarded as children, triphers, or potential problems and managed and
controlled accordingly.3

Volvo planners began to see that major problems were coming...from the more highly educated
young workers. They began to consider the idea of retaining the old rules and hiring less educated
Finnish and Turkish workers. The logic of staying with what was purported to be a rational organi-
zation of-work-was leading them to reject the most highly educated youth their country had ever
producedand it probably.would invite social unrest. A second possibility would be to engage in

-a bold critique ofthe hierarchical industrial tradition. The opening sentence in People at Work sets
the toneof the alternative: "People, not machines, are the real basis for the spectacular growth of
industry. during the twentieth century."

. .
Behind this statement is the recognition that in advanced stages of technology, education is

the invisiblesset for new approaches to economic and social development. By the early eighties,
90 percent of Sweden's young people will be high school graduates and 70 percent will continue
into higher education. In Gyllenhammar's words, "Among these increasingly well-ediicated people
Volvo will have to find its future work force."5 A democratic society-invests.heavily in education
to produce people who regard themselves as mature adults, capable of taking the initiative and
-making intelligent choices. To neglect these new expectations and capacities is to invite trouble.
To accept them as assets to be nurtured forces,one into paths beyond the framework of traditional
economic thinking. The basia switch in attitudes is away from viewing employees as "hired hands"

.
to seeing and treating them as adult persons.

Puzzling new questions haveto be faced if old habits of management are questioned: What
kind of thinking do you use if you view workers as persons who want a chance to live and learn as .

mature adults in the work place? Is the production process a given to which humans must adjust,
or can technology be redesigned,to place it under the.cOntrol of wdekers' intelligence and initiative?
Haw do we balancathe needs of workers, stockholders, custorners, and the general pUblic?

The answer to these questions is.dependent on one's conception of the basic goal of economic
enterprise. The president of Volvo frames his answer:as follows; "The purpose of business is.to help
achieveand niaintain4he public good, and to create economic growth, taking info consideration all
the interest groups involved with the company. This includes the demand to provide meaningful
employmeht."6The.goal is to yield every worker as being entitled to a dignified work place, ton
opportunity for personal development, and to,a chance to influence work commensurate with each

'
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worker's abilitiesall with the enterprise still "staying in the black." The Volvo plant of Kalmar was,
of course, a pioneer. Kalmar was in trouble. Wildcat strikes were erupting, employee turnover was ,
52 percent, and absenteeism was increasing. Volvo leaders finally decided that the old technical
solutions were part of the problem.

Instead of more time and motion studies and increased supervision, the decision was made to
create a work process that would increase worker autonomy and collegial collaboration. The alterna-
tive.to the long, straight, and traditional assembly lines was to constructan atmosphere of small work-
shops, healthful and aesthetic, in the larger plant. A key change in thinking wasthat technology could
be created to give people the flexibility to reorganize themselves at work. Instead of attaching workers
to moving line, materials were to be brought to work stations where autonomous groups of fifteeri
to twenty persons could do,their own organizing. The heart of the Kalmar technology became move-
able carriers, low self-propelling platforms, subject to a" variety of controls by workers, on which
assembly courd take place. Work teams could design their ow,n work and rest rhythms, job rotation,
collabotative plans for trouble shooting, and could take responsibility for qualitycontrol.

In Gyllenhammar's words regarding the new concept; "ichnology can strangle people. On the
other hand, if it is designed for people, technology can also be a liberatorit is possible to devise new

_solutions to combine rational technolopicIl systems with greater freedom for Human choice."7

Clarification of the possibilities of a clifibrent future for the work pla ce environment has been
carried forward over the past several decades in the Industrial Democracy Project and the Work
Research Institutes in Oslo, Norway!' In Norway in the early sixties there was an awareness that the
introduction of scientific management after World War II had strengthened industry's influence; but
thece was-an,unusual agreement among both employer and union organizations that itwas showing
its limitations in restricting cherished Norwegian qualities such as individualism, freedom, creativity,
and social life in the work place. During 1961-1962 the Trade Unjpn Council and the National Con-
federation of Employers set up a joint committee to study problems of industrial democracy. From
that emerwl joint action-research programs involving redesigns of work in industries, shipping, and,
more recently, in education. After years of effort, the investigators have decided that the heart of -
the matter is concerned with the hierarchically organized bureaucracy itself.,

They moved to the position that while classic bureaucratic forms historically emerge to fill
real needs, they become increasingly dysfunctional in societies with demdcratitraditigispnd with .

secondary, higher, and continuing education available to citizens at large.9
C9 A

According to the theory generated in the In dustrial Democracy Project, the new concern for
dm quality of life is not merely an aberrant wish of impractical huinanitarians. Its rooted in funda-
mental changes in individuals' relationship to their environment. The bureaucratic model worked
when individuals' fundamental relation to their world was the physical environment. The environ-
ment could be conceptualized as an aggregate or cluster of elements that could-be manipulated for
human gain: Classical science built its theories of universal, dqterministic laws on just such an aggre- .

gate model. Classical economic and management theory incorporated humans as constituent elements
of the aggregate."

. .
The sociotechnical theoristsmaintain that we are entering a new stage: the stage of turbulent

environments marked by rapid and drastic change." "The source of the turbulent environment is
man himself,"12 and efforts to solve turbulent-type problehis with procedures based on principles .

. ,of.the mechanistic, aggregate model increasingly break down.' '

A
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The rate of change in technological design is increasing, so that "it has now become necessary
to buildlearning capacities into the organization of industrial work teams. This can be achieved only

. by creating relatively.autonomousrnatrix organizations in which ,neither task roles nor work rela-
tionships are fixed." 13 Within this framework, work teams of persons engaged in ongoing learning

become cable of doing research both to find weirs to improve production and to develop strategies
for coping with changes in tasks. Linkages are established with.universities and other research units.

The machine model is progressively replaced by developments toward:

a society in which there will be relatively little difference in the ecluditional level
and status of those who work-in industrial, educational, research, and service

organizations, Persons will differ more as regards their focus oforientation than
as regards the nature ofiheir work. The leading elements in the transitional
stage of development are the rapid increase and diffusion of complex technologies
which can be operated by a small number of persons, and the rapid increase and

diffusion of higher education. In terms of their opei-ational requirements, these
will up to a point be mutually supportive. As development continues, the tradi-
tional hierarchial type of organization based on the separatio9 of doing, planning
and deciding wilt-be replaced by primary work groups in which these functions

are integrated. The mertters of these groups will to an increasing degree be able
'to participate in policy decisions and*be capable of using specialists as consultants."

4
Sociotechnical designers also recognize that key problems concern not only hbw to produce

but also what to produce. Adequate thinking about institutional planning and functioning requires

. a conscious incorporation of ethical goals and choices. In the technical- bureaucratic stage, thinking

is limited 'Tore toliow to get monetaty results. As we become aware that we have control over the
means and methods we apply, we are less able to shirk the assessment of the consequences of our

choices. Gyllenhammar reports his thoughts, for example, on consequences of choosing alternatives

to hierarchical bureaucratic control. He became aware, he says, that the most effective changes

were those in which the workers themselves had the largest hand. He adds:

It is almost alarming to realize how much know:hpw and capability had been

locked up in the Work force, unavailable to managers who simply didn't realize
what an important resource it was. Our experience at Volvo has changed my

views of management somewhat. Unlocking worker potential has bqcome as

important as any display of brilliance in technical terms.15

It is an existential choice whether to utilize or to ignore that potential.

A brief reference to another case may ilia-trate the ongoing,eractical applications of the socio -1

technical design philosophy.. Last spring I interviewed at length a socialfcience researcher who had

been studying ten years of change in the Norwegian Merchant Marine on the ship Balao.16

his discoveries was that the introduction of sophisticated computer technologies and ot er complex

equipment is leading the Norwegians to challenge traditional military, hierirchical modes of organiz-

ing work on shipsespecially on the enormously complex gas and oil tankers. A major need is to

have a work force capable of contonting a myriad of problems resulting from the steady flow of

new fiquipment and techniques. 'This order of change can be handled only by crev who are capable

of ongoing learning, who develop multiple ratings, gnd who can troubleshoot collaboratively. Classical

ivisionsbetween engine and deck crews, and even'between officers and enlisted men, no longer make

se. t or example, the old custom of assigning the swabbing Of the engine room to'a fifteen-year-old

rec uit is untenable becaussrof the sensitive, complex equipment located there. Engine room cleaping

now ecomes a task for an autonomous work group of multiqualified'personnef who collaboratively

4
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stud he problems at hand and develop their own work strategies. The move is toward autonomous,
matrix rk groups superseding traditional ship hierarthies. The Norwegians have begun to talk of..-

small,rall fficer" crews. A dramatic change in design of snip living quarters makes the point: the
quarters of a I crew members, including the captain, are now the same. Separate mess halls for officers
have been eliminated.

...---)

I
I.

In reflecting on features of sociotechnical work changes, Einar Thorsrud of the Oslo Work
Research Institute has summarized some key ideas workers and management need if their goal is to
create "good work" for themselves. They need to create the following:

1. Adequate elbow room. The sense that they are their own bosses and that they do not
have some boss breathing down their necks. Not so much elbow room that they. do
not know what to do next.

2. Chances of learning on the job on a continuous basis. We accept that such learning is
possible only when workers are able to set goals that are reasonable challenges for
them and to get feedback of results in time to correct their behavior.

3. An optimal level of variety; i.e., they can vary the work so as to avoid boredom and
fatigue and so as to gain the best advantages from settling into a satisfying rhythm -*

of work.

4. Conditions where they can and do get help and respect from their work mates.
Avoiding conditions where workers are pitted against each other so that "oneworker's
gain is another's loss."

)

5. A sense of one's own work meaningfully contributing to social welfare. That is,'aot
something that could be &In as well by a trained monkey or an industrial robot
machine.

6. A desirable future. Quite simply, not a dead-end job;, preferably one that will continue
to allow personal growth."

All participants in sociotechnical design agree that One of the most difficult challenges is to
develop a style of leadership appropriate to work places where employees are to. be treated as adults.

r
As*Gyllenhammar puts it, Rarticipation does not mean permissiveness. Instead, it demands

more self-discipline from everylne. Volvo now looks for managers with enough self-confidence to
engage in real give-and-take situations, including those calling for the capacity to admit mistakes.
Managers now need training to see themselves as information gatherers, as aides to workers, as
teachers, and as consultants instead of bosses. They need to help people develop attitudes and skills
in problem solving and self-discipline.'8

A crucial point in developing leadership to produce "good worr (e.g., increased productivity)
is to sharpen awareness of the difference betweerAfeis goal and that of traditional job enrichment, .
which may include items such as flex time, and T group or sensitivity training for workers. The
difference-stems from the answer given to the underlying question of "What is the essential obliga-
tion of econoMicctivity in a democratic society?" If it simply is to increase GNP, then we can view
all items in the system in terms of their efficiency toward that end. Job enrichment is a means of
manipulating the human viable (psychic dimension included) to increase productivity and other
humari,resource outcomei (attendance, length of service, satisfaction).

4 . _, . \ ,
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A new perspective is introduced when_wesay that the purpose of economic activity is "to help
achieve and maintain the publjc good." The sociotechnical desigrfof work theory assumes that its
approach will be effeoitive with material productivity, but it does not accept the proposition that
any technical or psychological change that increases productivity is sufficient evidence of "good
work."

This point of view coincides with the premise stated by Kalman H. Silvert in The Reason for'
Democracy: "A democratic political economy must begin and end with the persons-in-society, -''

'seeing them Ills both end and means, and combining their reason and their actions in empowered
articipation." 19 Taken seriously, this requires, as Willard Wirtz has said, "A new economics which

starts from a commitment to make the fullest practicablt use of whateverlalents`are inside people
instead of starting from a consideration of the most profitable use or misuse of the.Agwents inside
the thin and fragile crust of the planet. Such a policy would measure all major eRterprises in terms of
their comparative drain on dwindling natural resources and their comparative use he highly
developedmeaning educatedhuman resource." We might then, Wirtz suggests, start evaluating our
economic activity in terms of its contribution to Net National Strength (NNS) rather than to Gross
National Product (GNP).2°

It is fair enough to say that all of this may sound interesting, but Scandinavia.is not the United
States, so what does it have to do with us? I vant to report briefly on a day-long session on our

campus with Dr. William Duffy, director of the Research and Development Division of General
Motors. In the General Motors corner of the forest, sociotechnical work design is very much alive.

The impetus for a shift in the sociotechnical direction is a familiar one for this organization: it is a
sense of crisis, and a time o concern about the survival of the United States auto industry in the
face of Japanese and Ger n competition. Duffy said that until 1973, the American auto market

was a relatively isolated tuation where knerican companies could sell big cars, styling, and an
obsolescence that led turnover. The rest of the world needed fuel economy and quality of product.

With the oil embargo, American automakers found themselves thrown suddenly into one-

world marketreeneral Motors, Dr. Duffy said, is now engaged in a desperate struggle for its existence.

It is a moot point whether or not GM members of management can get their minds, attitudes, and
prqsgdures turned around in time. General Motors has now made a commitment to spend $43 billion
in the next five years to rebuild plants and restructure its operation. To put it mildly, it is important
that this $43 billion not be spent in the wrong way.

In their new plants, he said, they have four basic als: (1) product quality better than that of
the Japanese; (2) cost and waste controls (they can no lo er afford recalls); (3) more efficient
scheduling of parts and deliveries; and (4) a new kind of co mitment on the part .of the work force
and management in order to achieve goals one through threeNA the attempt to secure this commit-

ment, General Motors has Tnstalled over one hundred Quality of Work Life (i.e., sociotechnical)
projects in both old and new plants.

One essential question, Duffy said, is how to reduce the stress on managers. They are now con-

vinced that a work model in which supervisors police reluctant workers who are producing shoddy

products is not tenable for survival.

In terms of designing new plants, he said, "We concentrate now op planning interdepende ce
between people and technology to meet a common goal." Three basic developments include _
introduction of more induttrial robots to handle the most unpleasant work, the use of comp r

technology to give immediate quality control feedback at the work site instead of qua(ity control at

6
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the end of the line, and the creation of autonomous segment assembly teams of fifteen to twenty
workers who have more control over the work processincluding the power to stop the line. The
goal is to increase the self-esteem of assembly line workers. In turn, as these people take more
responsibility, the tension on supervisors will be reduced.

in designing new plants, the general approach seems to be one modeled on the approach of the
Harman international Industries plant at Bolivar, Tennesseeplanned jointly by Sidney Harman and
Irving Bluestone of the United Auto Workers Union, and Michael Maccoby of the Harvard Project
on the Study of Work, Technology, and Charaqer. A steering committee composed of top company
executives and union representatives agrees on_p_hlimphical goals such as how to improve quality,
ninimize stress, and achieve better human values at work. A design team for implementing these

goals includes both industrial engineers and social systems planners. Both groups have to agree on
design plans for the actual facility. Core teams composed of supervisors and union representatives
are respon)ible for obtaining ideas from the work site.

gilt making these changes is not a particularly easy prorft. Some workers and managers have
trouble with the new changes. Ideas that are emerging-include the following:

1. If the prime goal is to improve quality, management now feels that workers need to
comprehend the total manufacturing process and the role of their production team
ihit. You cannot get good quality without this comprehension.

2. In the transition period, management needs systems flexible enough to accommodate
people who do not want to change.

--wea
3. The trend is to select workers who like to collaborate, use tools, and learn new skills.

in the new plants, prospective workers are told "Here we rotate, andlearn new jobs.
If you don't like that work style, don't hire in."

4. Ever within a basic assemblyline approach, some changes q0De made; e.g., the
most Wring workcan be automated and workers can rotate %o that they get some
bad jobs and some good jobs.

5. There can be some sharing of supervisory roles such as scheduling, quality control,
and so forth.

,Dr. Duffy acknowledged that there are varying opinions and divisions among Genepal Motors'
management regarding the changes, but he noted that executive promotions are tending to go to
those who can think along satiotechnical lines. As to the question about whether the whole thing is
another fad that will be gone in five years, he said, "No. It is a necessary adaptation for survival. We
can't get a high quality product from a highly conflictiv,relationship with personnel."

Under the impact of a sense of shared crisis,'he said, "Union leaders who have had justified
skepticism about some quality of work life_projects are beginning to change their attitudes." Within
the last month, General Motors announded it Was changing an historic policy by offering a profit-
sharing plan to General Motors workers.

If this account about decisions at General Motors is accurate, we may assume that sociotechnical
work design is going to be geeing a kind of attention in the eighties that few would have predicted
even several years ago.'Hackman and Oldham in Work Redesign 21 tell us that the eighties will be a
time when fundamental choicesabout work design will be made. The dominant scientific manage-
ment tradition may very well grow in inflvence and refinements. Computer technologies are making

1
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it possiblejo break work into steps more completely, to increase control over the time and movement_
of blue- and white-collar workers, and to beef up rewards for staying within the work parameters.
The rewards of such progressive company reforms can be Measured in increased worker prodyctivity
and satisfaction.

rN,

We must explore new directions consistent with the values and philosophy of sociotechnical
theory. Such sociotechnical changes are a mark of a turbulent environment and erathe time ofo

--lives. The process may not be easy, but it will not be dull. ,.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

4

z

Question: Some people feel that the United States is becoming an information economy rather
than an industrial economy. If this is true, then how are the American industries-
changing to meet the needs of our changing economy?

Ve

- Although my field is philosophy of education, I have developed an interest in the area you, have
mentioned. The general poirit is that the amount of our economic effort now going into the produc-
tion of hard goods is much smaller than it was a generation ago. We are definitely moving more toward
the information economy or the electronic computer orientation. Yes, some American industries are k
making deliberate decisions in the design of their new plants to use both industrial robotsind corn-
puter feedback systems that give them quality control at levels that they were not able to achieve
previously. Companies are deliberately designing and using computer feedback so that more decisions
based on that feedback can be made at the level of the work force. In the plants, several layers of
management are being eliminated because the firms are moving toward gtttin'g more decisions made
at the work site itself. This is just one example of where the new information systems can be com-
bined with production processes in an attempt to get better quality.

Question: My concern is with what really happens to the worker. The bases of our economy
are now in the automobile industry, and when that industry goes down, we have
inflation. Therefore, if the information systems is going to use fewepworkers, as we
re told, then how is this going to help the workers?

thinlothat is one of the most difficult questions We have to foce. When I talked with those
peg le who were looking at the redesign of the Norwegian Merchant Marine, they talked about
moving toward an all-officer crew because all crew members must learn much more than an ordinary
sailor; therefore, they must be treated diffetently. But the point you are making is that they are

:certainly usingjewer people, even on those giant oilers, so),that at one level the mirk is more demand-
ing, interesting, and_challenging for that group of workers, but on another level, what has happened
to'6eople who used to swab the decks? I can guess as to the answer. There will be enough expansion
of new industries to absorb them. It is a pretty good guess: We ire being torn apart in this society by
large numbers of people who are not "in the society." People are only "in the society," in one sense,
if they can be at work. Those who not work are not considered productive members of society.
The result is that we have minorities, older people, handicapped individuals, women, and others who
are not playing a role in our economy. Michael Harrington, author of Decade of Decision '(Simon and
Schuster, 1981), argues thatvveare going to have to think about possibilities we have not considered .

before; namely, moving in the direction of more Gabor- intensive work, along with the concepts I have.
'mentioned.
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Question: Are you saying that there will be more educated people, as well as more people ,
_ out-of wcirk?

We do know that we have serious problems with unemployment, not only in our country, but
in the rest of the world in general. We know that the people who are less educated have less of a
chance of finding jobs. At the'same time, there are more and more educated people who are having
problems finding jobs that meet their level of 4pectation, and we have shortages of qualified people
in some areas due to technological changes.

0 .0

Question: What is the evidence that these new strategies of work redesign can help in terms of
increasing productivity and employee satisfaction?l

Sorriearthese new strategies do not work due to the time it takes to put then in place. Some
have worked well, some have mixed results, and some are having good results. There are studies that
show some of the results. In the main, they seemto bed toward b6tter,results of various kinds.
One thing that I was impressed by, is that General Moto looking at work redesign very seriously.
They are aware that the idea is not problem free, but they are feeling the need to move in this
direction. One of the most helpful studies is Hackman and Oldham's Work Redesign.

Question: Did e impetus for trying this new theory come from t allure of traditional
meth ds? The implementation of such strategies see to "debureaucratize" the
bureaucracy. What has happened to the organizations in Norisay? Have they changed
or dothe workers view the organizations differently?

Well, to take the second part.first, this is not an either/or situation. Mahy organizations can
use these new work strategies while others must maintain tradition4 models. Some can utilize both
types of strategies in different components of the same organizatiorOfie now have a different kind
of work force to relate to. There are certain kinds of things that can be handled by these work teams.
We also know from our own experience.some of the situations, that will or will not work. Now, the
second part of your question is how to implement these strategies. One characteristic that I liked
about the Norwegian models, which differs from our style, is that they made changes in the work
organization in one ship over a ten-year span. They realized that it is not easy to change the customs,
habits, and attitudes that have centuries of traditions behind them. We 'cannot do it overnight. We
have to maa changes that we think we can accommodate, learn f ?om those changes, and make
further changes. In order to implement these'strategies successfully, there must be a clear commit-
ment from ,top mariagernentsand labor unions. Middle management is going to be threatened, and
they are going to feel vulnerable unless they have confidence that they have support from the top
for new kinds of moves. They are paying serious attention to philosophical values, and then they
bring in consultants who conjure up models that would be consistent with thenew direction that they
think they ought to go in. After implementing the strategy, top management tries to get feedback
from the work site as to the effectiveness of the model. I saw this modbl at an automobile mirror
plant in Bolivar, Tennesse%. The people working there were from the rural areas and had their own
little farms on the side. l,tajked with one woman Who had spent fifteen years on the assembly line.
This is not a pleasant factory. It was hqt, noisy;and had a lot of fumes in the air.-They asked the
workers if they wanted to change work models, and many of them said "no." They just wanted/to
come there and work. The ones who did say that they wanted to change said they wanted to get out
of there so they could go home and fish or work on their farms. Management seriously considered

these factors. Therdecided,that,when certain peoplefin0h early they could go over, and help,otherst
One woman, who had worked there for fifteen years, WA really sold on things being better now. She
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said, "Now when we have problems on the ling, the people who know the answers are right on the
line. Before, they used to bring in an industrial engineer from Philadelphia to evaluate the situation.
All of the workers would just quietly.stand around and let these engineers figure out remedies. Now
they ask the workers. The workers can tell them in a hurry."
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